
Best Practices 
For a Successful Workflow



Letters to Adjoiners
 What does it do?
1. Opens lines of communication
2. Aids in safety of personnel
3. Gives the public notice and a 

opportunity to be part of the 
survey, because part of the line is 
theirs.

 Why is it a good idea? 
It many times diffuses situations that 
are not necessary and allows any 
potential issues to be addressed prior 
to actual work being performed
 Does it work?



Have a Contract
 Why should you have a contract?

 What should it contain?

 How long should it be?

 Who signs the contract?

 You should insist that contractors sign 
your contract, rather than you signing 
theirs

 Promotes clear communication
 Assures that both you and the 

client are on the same page
 Scope of work (boundary, topo, etc.)
 Deliverables (Plat, Report, CAD, etc.)
 Delivery Schedule ( 30 days, 90 days etc.)
 Cost ( Lump sum, Hourly rate, Materials rate, 

deposit required, payment terms )
 Make sure the contract defines that the 

cost in the contract supersedes any 
previous estimates or negotiated costs

 It should be as concise and compact as 
necessary, 1 page is ideal on a small scope, but 
3 is most likely normal, depends on scope

 The representative for the firm and the person or 
persons responsible for the payment of the 
services

 Contracts presented by contractors are 99% of 
the time written for subcontractors. Surveyors are 
classified as design professionals, which requires 
different wording in a contract. Check with your 
E&O before you sign.



NCSS Sample 
Contract
It is a good template to start with. One item 
that is a good idea not in this sample is listing 
a fee schedule for materials and a hourly rate. 
There are some instances that may entail a 
time and materials contract. That schedule of  
rates needs to be listed in order to keep the 
contract in force if additional work outside the 
original scope is required or requested. That 
way the client has some idea of additional 
costs for the additional work.



Take Pictures
Is a picture really worth a thousand 
words?

Since cell phones are basically as 
important as the clothes we wear, so we 
may as well use them for collecting data.

Store in cloud ( IE: Google Photo’s, 
IDrive, Dropbox, OneDrive, etc. )

Accessible from office PC’s or phone

It does not replace a field book.  It can 
cut down on sketches and creates a 
visual record of work performed and 
evidence collected 







95% Spreadsheet (RTN)
This spreadsheet was compiled by 
Gary Thompson, Clay Pate and Rick 
Edmondson
It is somewhat dated and is not an 
automated process, but it works and 
will serve as a record you can 
incorporate into your report, CAD  or 
just for internal confidence in the 
values you are publishing





Project: 14578 2/1/2023

Point Number Point Name Northing Easting Ortho Height
Diff in z 
(Ortho) Diff in x (Long) Diff in y (Lat)

Point 
Horizontal 

Accuracy (95% 
Confidence) 

(sft)

Point Vertical 
Accuracy (95% 

Confidence) 
(sft)

NR x (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft)
2000Asj.1 VRS 1 564368.7485 1336060.6124 797.3693 -0.0304 0.0062 -0.0256
2000Asj.2 Check 564368.6973 1336060.6248 797.3085 0.0304 -0.0062 0.0256

Average VRS 564368.7229 1336060.6186 797.3389 0.03891843 0.059584
NR x (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft)

2000Asj.3 VRS 1 564368.705 1336060.6314 797.2578 -0.014 -0.02515 0.01265
2000AChk Check 564368.7303 1336060.5811 797.2298 0.014 0.02515 -0.01265

Average VRS 564368.7177 1336060.6063 797.2438 0.04626153 0.02744
NR x (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft)

2000Asj.1 VRS 1 564368.7485 1336060.6124 797.3693 -0.05575 0.0095 -0.02175
2000Asj.3 Check 564368.705 1336060.6314 797.2578 0.05575 -0.0095 0.02175

Average VRS 564368.7268 1336060.6219 797.31355 0.038245313 0.10927
NR x (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft)

2000Asj.3 VRS 1 564368.705 1336060.6314 797.2578 0.02535 -0.0033 -0.00385
2000Asj.2 Check 564368.6973 1336060.6248 797.3085 -0.02535 0.0033 0.00385

Average VRS 564368.7012 1336060.6281 797.28315 0.008750527 0.049686
NR x (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft)

2000AChk VRS 1 564368.7303 1336060.5811 797.2298 0.06975 0.01565 0.0091
2000Asj.1 Check 564368.7485 1336060.6124 797.3693 -0.06975 -0.01565 -0.0091

Average VRS 564368.7394 1336060.5968 797.29955 0.030290287 0.13671
NR x (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft) (sft)

2000AChk VRS 1 564368.7303 1336060.5811 797.2298 0.03935 0.02185 -0.0165
2000Asj.2 Check 564368.6973 1336060.6248 797.3085 -0.03935 -0.02185 0.0165

Average VRS 564368.7138 1336060.6030 797.26915 0.046934648 0.077126

Point Average 564368.7203 1336060.6124 797.29135

Average Site 
GPS Accuracy 
(95% 
Confidence)(sft) 0.03 0.08

 

VRS Solutions


Worksheet

		Project:		14578																2/9/23

		Point Number		Point Name		Northing		Easting		Ortho Height		Diff in z (Ortho)		Diff in x (Long)		Diff in y (Lat)		Point Horizontal Accuracy (95% Confidence) (sft)		Point Vertical Accuracy (95% Confidence) (sft)

		VRS Solutions

				NR x		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)

		2000Asj.1		VRS 1		564368.7485		1336060.6124		797.3693		-0.0304		0.0062000002		-0.0256000001

		2000Asj.2		Check		564368.6973		1336060.6248		797.3085		0.0304		-0.0061999999		0.0255999999

				Average VRS		564368.7229		1336060.6186		797.3389								0.0389184301		0.059584

				NR x		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)

		2000Asj.3		VRS 1		564368.705		1336060.6314		797.2578		-0.014		-0.0251499999		0.01265

		2000AChk		Check		564368.7303		1336060.5811		797.2298		0.014		0.0251500001		-0.01265

				Average VRS		564368.71765		1336060.6063		797.2438								0.0462615301		0.02744

				NR x		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)

		2000Asj.1		VRS 1		564368.7485		1336060.6124		797.3693		-0.05575		0.0095000002		-0.0217500001

		2000Asj.3		Check		564368.705		1336060.6314		797.2578		0.05575		-0.0094999999		0.02175

				Average VRS		564368.72675		1336060.6219		797.31355								0.0382453126		0.10927

				NR x		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)

		2000Asj.3		VRS 1		564368.705		1336060.6314		797.2578		0.02535		-0.0033		-0.00385

		2000Asj.2		Check		564368.6973		1336060.6248		797.3085		-0.02535		0.0033		0.00385

				Average VRS		564368.70115		1336060.6281		797.28315								0.0087505275		0.049686

				NR x		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)

		2000AChk		VRS 1		564368.7303		1336060.5811		797.2298		0.06975		0.01565		0.0091

		2000Asj.1		Check		564368.7485		1336060.6124		797.3693		-0.06975		-0.01565		-0.0090999999

				Average VRS		564368.7394		1336060.5968		797.29955								0.0302902874		0.13671

				NR x		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)		(sft)

		2000AChk		VRS 1		564368.7303		1336060.5811		797.2298		0.03935		0.0218500001		-0.0165

		2000Asj.2		Check		564368.6973		1336060.6248		797.3085		-0.03935		-0.0218499999		0.0165

				Average VRS		564368.7138		1336060.6030		797.26915								0.0469346476		0.077126

		Point Average				564368.720275		1336060.6124		797.29135						Average Site GPS Accuracy (95% Confidence)(sft)		0.03		0.08





Gary

		-------- Original Message --------

		Subject: [SPAM] RE: OPUS Reports

		From: "Thompson, Gary" <gary.thompson@ncdenr.gov>

		Date: Wed, October 14, 2009 11:38 am

		To: "redmonds@rlgreenesurveying.com" <redmonds@rlgreenesurveying.com>

		Cc: Clay Pate <clayp@duncan-parnell.com>

		1.96 for vertical and 1.7308 for horizontal per the FDGC document.  I emailed Clay to clarify my first email.

		Below is the information from the FGDC document.

		The extended OPUS-S report provides a horizontal and vertical network accuracy statement.  NGS has not provided us the foundation for this report and our review of different solutions indicates that the statements are optimistic accuracy statements.  I do not know if they are one sigma or two sigma.

		REF FRAME: NAD_83(CORS96)(EPOCH:2002.0000)            ITRF00 (EPOCH:2009.1822)

		X:       726220.426(m)   0.018(m)            726219.712(m)   0.018(m)

		Y:     -5137714.680(m)   0.014(m)          -5137713.215(m)   0.014(m)

		Z:      3697253.498(m)   0.013(m)           3697253.346(m)   0.013(m)

		LAT:   35 39 13.38532      0.009(m)        35 39 13.41063      0.009(m)

		E LON:  278  2 43.82667      0.018(m)       278  2 43.80672      0.018(m)

		W LON:   81 57 16.17333      0.018(m)        81 57 16.19328      0.018(m)

		EL HGT:          366.988(m)   0.018(m)               365.639(m)   0.018(m)

		ORTHO HGT:          398.752(m)   0.031(m) [NAVD88 (Computed using GEOID03)]

		Covariance Matrix for the xyz OPUS Position (meters^2).

		0.0000004644    -0.0000000014     0.0000000102

		-0.0000000014     0.0000008067    -0.0000000370

		0.0000000102    -0.0000000370     0.0000004644

		Covariance Matrix for the enu OPUS Position (meters^2).

		0.0000004708     0.0000000308    -0.0000000347

		0.0000000308     0.0000005416    -0.0000001463

		-0.0000000347    -0.0000001463     0.0000007232

		Horizontal network accuracy =    0.00174 meters.

		Vertical network accuracy   =    0.00167 meters.

		The extended OPUS-S output also provides the information needed by the NGS program ADJUST.  ADJUST is a least square adjustment program that is free to the public.  The G-file section of the OPUS-S output can be used in ADJUST.  We're offering a ADJUST training class on Dec. 11, 2009 (in Raleigh).

		No anointed methodology when using a RTN.  When available you can compare the RTN observations to well defined points of higher accuracy (static GNSS points, geodetic monuments with 2007 published positions, etc.).  Sometimes this technique is not available.  The method you use is an acceptable method.

		Below are some links to other related  documents.

		http://www.ferris.edu/faculty/burtchr/sure382/other_material/positional_accuracy_handbook.pdf

		http://www.nspsmo.org/documents/sectiong.pdf

		Gary

		From FGDC

		1. Horizontal Accuracy

		Let:

		RMSEx = sqrt[ (x data, i - x check, i) /n]

		2

		RMSEy = sqrt[ (y data, i - y check, i) /n]

		2

		where:

		x data, i, y data, i are the coordinates of the i th check point in the dataset

		x check, i, y check, i are the coordinates of the i th check point in the independent source of higher

		accuracy

		n is the number of check points tested

		i is an integer ranging from 1 to n

		Horizontal error at point i is defined as sqrt[(x data, i - x check, i) +(y data, i - y check, i) ]. Horizontal RMSE

		2 2

		is:

		RMSEr = sqrt[ ((x data, i - x check, i) +(y data, i - y check, i) )/n]

		2 2

		= sqrt[RMSEx + RMSEy ]

		2 2

		Case 1: Computing Accuracy According to the NSSDA when RMSEx = RMSEy

		If RMSEx = RMSEy,

		RMSEr = sqrt(2*RMSEx ) = sqrt(2*RMSEy )

		2 2

		0

		It is assumed that systematic errors have been eliminated as best as possible. If error is normally

		distributed and independent in each the x- and y-component and error, the factor 2.4477 is used to

		compute horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level (Greenwalt and Schultz, 1968). When the

		preceding conditions apply, Accuracyr , the accuracy value according to NSSDA, shall be computed

		by the formula:

		Accuracyr = 2.4477 * RMSEx = 2.4477 * RMSEy

		0

		Accuracyr = 1.7308 * RMSEr

		Federal Geographic Data Committee FGDC-STD-007.3-1998

		Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards

		Part 3: National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy

		Appendix 3-A (normative): Accuracy Statistics

		11-Mar

		Case 2: Approximating circular standard error when RMSEx RMSEy

		If RMSEmin/RMSEmax is between 0.6 and 1.0 (where RMSEmin is the smaller value between RMSEx

		and RMSEy and RMSEmax is the larger value), circular standard error (at 39.35% confidence) may

		be approximated as 0.5*(RMSEx + RMSEy ) (Greenwalt and Schultz, 1968). If error is normally

		distributed and independent in each the x- and y-component and error, the accuracy value according

		to NSSDA may be approximated according to the following formula:

		Accuracyr ~ 2.4477 * 0.5 * (RMSEx + RMSEy )

		2. Vertical Accuracy

		Let:

		RMSEz = sqrt[ (zdata i - zcheck i) /n]

		2

		where

		z data i is the vertical coordinate of the i th check point in the dataset.

		z check i is the vertical coordinate of the i th check point in the independent source of higher accuracy

		n = the number of points being checked

		i is an integer from 1 to n

		It is assumed that systematic errors have been eliminated as best as possible. If vertical error is

		normally distributed, the factor 1.9600 is applied to compute linear error at the 95% confidence level

		(Greenwalt and Schultz, 1968). Therefore, vertical accuracy, Accuracyz, reported according to the

		NSSDA shall be computed by the following formula:

		Accuracyz = 1.9600 *RMSEz.





Clay

		Rick,

		After reviewing the emails from last week and discussions with Gary Thompson here is what we have determined is the best way for computing positional accuracy with OPUS Static and OPUS Rapid Static.

		OPUS Static

		Horizontal Positional Accuracy at 95% Confidence

		= Square Root (Latitude Peak to Peak2 + Longitude Peak to Peak2)

		Vertical Positional Accuracy at 95% Confidence

		The Value of the Peak to Peak Orthometric Height

		OPUS Rapid Static

		If the Latitude and Longitude RMSE Errors are equal use the following

		1.7308 * RMSE

		If the Latitude and Longitude RMSE Errors are not equal use the following

		2.4477 * 0.5 * (Latitude RMSE + Longitude RMSE)

		Clay

		Clay Pate, PE

		Duncan-Parnell, Inc

		1208 Copeland Oaks Drive

		Morrisville, NC 27560

		Office: 919-460-8886 x 2203

		Fax: 919-460-8896







Prism/GPS Pole Bubble

What minute is your level 
bubble?

How often should you adjust 
your rod bubble?

How do you know it needs to be 
checked?

8 Min Bubble – RED

40 Min Bubble=Black



Check A Know Point

 What does that mean? 
If you set up a base point and you come back another day, a best practice is to tie 
one of the points from the day before.
 What does that do?
It will help ensure that your HI is correct, the coordinate being used for base point is 
the same as before and will also tell if something has happened to the point since 
you were last occupying it. It’s a good practice and gives you a level of confidence in 
your control being intact and your setup is input correctly
 How often should you do this? 
Every time you come back to the same base point.



Good Communication

How to Communicate
 In Person

 Text Messages

 Email

 Letter

 Phone call followed by notes

 Fax if necessary

What to communicate
 Scope of work

 Areas of Difficulty

 Evidence Found or missing

 Concerns about plans, 
inconsistencies in design 
information, vagueness of deed

 Talk with your client so you can 
better understand your clients’ 
needs and develop a workflow 
that works for both you and your 
client

Who to communicate with
 Employees

 Client

 Adjoiners

 Superintendent

 Planning

 Zoning

 Review officers

 Project Managers



Import the State 
Aerial Imagery

 You can use the aerials to aid in your initial 
boundary survey orientation

 Define your work area and obstacles that will 
need to be addressed during the workflow of 
the project

 Helps to see lines of occupation, ( ie. timber 
cutting, woods, roads, hedge rows )

 Aids in picking up features that need to be 
shown, but are not highly critical.

All 100 counties have been flown, and 
are flown on a 4-year cycle, so 
depending on whether you are on the 
coast or in the mountains, there is 
georeferenced imagery that is available 
to fit your project.

It can be downloaded from

WWW.NCONEMAP.GOV

You can download the whole county or 
each individual tile of just the area 
needed.

http://www.nconemap.gov/


1899 Deed

1982 Survey

1992 Survey





Statewide Lidar
“ Contours “

 The state has flown the 
each of the 100 counties 
with lidar. It is available for 
download in 2 formats

 You can download shape 
files from 
www.nconemap.gov, 
those can be imported 
into with geometry only, 
or they can be imported 
with the database info as 
well.

 You can download .LAS 
files / raw data and 
compile contours yourself, 
if you have a point cloud 
option in your software

http://www.nconemap.gov/


Put a Cap on It

 Is it a requirement? 

 Is it a good practice? 

 What does it mean for the future work?

 What info should be on the cap?

 What material works best?

 How much do they cost?



Contact 811

 Why to Contact 811

 Horror Stories

 How to Contact 811

 UCC Meetings

• It’s the Law
• Everybody knows someone that has hit a buried line and 

sometimes its not a big deal, other times it could be life 
threatening ( IE. High Voltage Electric, Gas, Steam Line, etc. )

• Contact 811 in several ways:

1. Call 811
2. Website submission - nc811.org
3. Phone APP

• UCCs are found across the state ,
and I would encourage someone 
from each chapter to attend.



E-recording of P lats

 First plat was E-recorded in 2010 in Johnston 
County

 Pilot Project started with 5  counties in Western 
North Carolina around 2015

 Currently there are 34 counties accepting plats 
for e-recording
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“
”

Set a “deadman” as a backsight

NOT JUST FOR CONSTRUCTION, CONTROL OR STANDARD BOUNDARY

A “deadman” improves your accuracy and efficiency. It 
eliminates retracing your steps when equipment becomes 
out of level.



Hand Held Laser 
Measurement

 What is it? 
A device that can be used to measure distances 
without a physical tape or rule
 What can you use if for? 
Measuring walls, inverts of pipes, size of pipes
 Who makes them? 
Leica, Bosch, Tacklife, Morpilot



Mapping 
Checklist

Check List For Mapping Project # Checked Notes:
811 underground
Adjoiners spelled correctly
Alta Table A items
Bar scale
Border filled
Boundary Certification
Checked By
closure / map check
corner descriptions
County Certifications
Current Ownership
Date
deed corners
Dimensions of Structures
Drawn By
F11 statement
Grid Tie Coordinates
GPS Certification
If digital to be released, Disclaimer
Legal Description
Line Type not in Legend
Lines associated with points, check layer
North Arrow
North Orientation
Physical Address
Pin #
Power Easement
revisions
Road Right of Ways
Road widths
Scale
Sewer easement
Subject Spelled correctly
Symbols not in Legend
Title block info
Topo Certification
Vertical Accuracy
Vertical Datum
BM Indentified
Vicinity Map
Road Surface Type
Building or Structures Identified
Fences Patterned
Standard Notes
Corner descriptions in L60
Calls in L80
Adjoiners in L140
Notes in L80

 Improves Quality Control

 Ensures Compliance with the Standards

 Provides a consistent Product to the 
Public


Sheet1

		Check List For Mapping Project #						Checked		Notes:

		811 underground

		Adjoiners spelled correctly

		Alta Table A items

		Bar scale

		Border filled

		Boundary Certification

		Checked By

		closure / map check

		corner descriptions

		County Certifications

		Current Ownership

		Date

		deed corners

		Dimensions of Structures

		Drawn By

		F11 statement

		Grid Tie Coordinates

		GPS Certification

		If digital to be released, Disclaimer

		Legal Description

		Line Type not in Legend

		Lines associated with points, check layer

		North Arrow

		North Orientation

		Physical Address

		Pin #

		Power Easement

		revisions

		Road Right of Ways

		Road widths

		Scale

		Sewer easement

		Subject Spelled correctly

		Symbols not in Legend

		Title block info

		Topo Certification

		Vertical Accuracy

		Vertical Datum

		BM Indentified

		Vicinity Map

		Road Surface Type

		Building or Structures Identified

		Fences Patterned

		Standard Notes

		Corner descriptions in L60

		Calls in L80

		Adjoiners in L140

		Notes in L80







Allen Geomatics
Advance, NC

www.allengeomatics.com

Berntsen International, Inc. 
Madison, WI 

www.berntsen.com

DRMP
Cary & Charlotte, NC 

www.drmp.com

Fleming Engineering, Inc. 
Greensboro, NC 

www.flemingengineering.com

Allen Precision Equipment
Atlanta, GA

www.allenprecision.com

BGE, Inc
Charlotte & Raleigh, NC
www.bgeinc.com/services/ 

surveying

Duncan-Parnell, Inc.
Morrisville, NC

www.duncan-parnell.com

Frontier Precision 
Unmanned

Pfafftown, NC
www.frontierprecision.com

AllenBuild Instruments
Wake Forest, NC

www.allenbuildinstruments.com

Bolton & Menk, Inc.  
Youngsville, NC 

www.bolton-menk.com

Earl Dudley, LLC
Greenville, SC

www.earldudley.com

Geo-Tronics
Hillsboro, TN

www.geo-tronics.com

Allied Associates, P.A.
Winston-Salem, NC
www.alliedapa.com

Cape Fear Engineering
Wilmington, NC

www.capefearengineering.com

Ed Holmes & Associates 
Land Surveyors, PA

Asheville, NC
www.edholmessurveying.com

GPI Geospatial, Inc.
Charlotte, NC

www.gpinet.com

AP Surveying PLLC
Shelby, NC

www.apsurveyingpllc.com

Colliers Engineering & 
Design

Charlotte, NC 
www.colliersengineering.com

eGPS Solutions
Norcross, GA
www.egps.net

GSC Surveying, Inc.
Raleigh, NC

www.gscsurveying.com

Avioimage Mapping Services
Charlotte, NC 

www.avioimage.com

Concord Engineering & 
Surveying, Inc.

Concord, NC
www.cesicgs.com

Emlid
Austin, TX

www.emlid.com

Hayes Instrument 
Company 

Shelbyville, TN 
www.hayesinstrument.com

Benchmark Tool & Supply
Raleigh, NC

www.benchmarksupply.com

CS4 Services NC
Davidson, NC

www.cs4services.com

ESP Associates, Inc.
Charlotte & Raleigh, NC
www.espassociates.com

Helton Surveying & 
Mapping 

Maiden, NC 
www.helton.biz



Insurance Management 
Consultants Inc.

Davidson, NC 
www.imcipls.com

Moss Oak Properties  
Land & Luxury
Statesville, NC

tedbenbow.landandluxury.com

SLS-NC, Inc.
Glenville, WV

www.slswv.com

TGS Engineers
Morganton, Shelby, & 

Garner, NC
www.tgsengineers.com

Johnson Lumber Products
Ivanhoe, NC 

email:stakes@intrstar.net

NC Railroad Co.
Raleigh, NC

www.ncrr.com

SmartDrone
Tyler, TX

www.smartdrone.us

The Wooten Company 
Raleigh, NC

www.thewootencompany.com

Land Design Insurance 
Group

Timonium, MD
www.landdesigninsurance.com

NV5 Engineers & 
Consultants

Raleigh & Charlotte, NC
www.nv5.com

Spatial Data Consultants
High Point, NC

www.spatialdc.com

Trans Ash Inc.
Cincinnati, OH 

www.transash.com

Lawrence Associates PA 
Monroe, NC 

www.lawrencesurveying.com

R.B. Pharr & Associates
Charlotte, NC

www.rbpharr.com

Stewart, Inc.
Raleigh, Durham, & 

Charlotte, NC
www.stewartinc.com

Transit & Level, Inc.
Cary, NC

www.transitandlevel.com

Maps  Surveying Inc.
Fayetteville & Raleigh, NC
www.mapssurveying.com

Regional Land Surveyors
Greensboro, NC

www.regionallandsurveyors.com

Summit Design and 
Engineering Services 

Raleigh & Hillsborough, NC 
www.summitde.net

US Survey Supply
Brandon, OR 

www.ussurveysupply.com

McKim & Creed 
Raleigh, NC 

www.mckimcreed.com

Sam, LLC
Raleigh, NC
www.sam.biz

SURDEX Corporation
Chesterfield, MO 
www.surdex.net

WithersRavenel
Cary, NC

www.withersravenel.com

  

Michael Underwood 
& Associates, P.A.

Michael Underwood & 
Associates, P.A. 

Wilmington, NC 
munderwood@mua-pa.com

Scott Church Land Surveying
North Wilkesboro, NC

www.scottchurchsurveying.com

Taylor Wiseman & Taylor 
Apex & Charlotte, NC 

www.taylorwiseman.com

Younts Insurance Agency
Lexington, NC

www.yountsinsurance.com
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